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Campaign Title: Brewing Up Multiplatform Insights 
 

Brand: Starbucks / The Voice 
 

Company(s) Involved: Starbucks, NBCUniversal/The Voice 
 

Category: Alcohol & Beverages 

 

 
 

Summary 
 

The campaign sought to achieve multiple effectiveness goals by harnessing the power of a 

larger entertainment sponsor to shift consumer perceptions and elevate brand 

differentiation for Starbucks.  The study successfully measured the impact of multiple 

platforms (TV, web, mobile and social), traditional media executions and custom 

integrations naturally tying in The Voice Coaches and Artists with Starbucks’ pro-social 

initiatives during its Global Month of Service. 

 

Ultimately, the study demonstrated traditional ad effectiveness, sponsorship halo and 

shifts in viewer perceptions toward the Starbucks brand, but also allowed for diagnostic 

comparison of traditional media to that of custom integrations specifically focused on non-

branded pro-social value. 

 

 
 

Marketing Challenge 

 

At its core, the main challenge was to build and measure a cross-platform campaign that 

uniquely channeled the power of each platform (TV, web, mobile and social) and ultimately 

elevated Starbuck’s brand differentiation, shifted consumer perceptions and drove brand 

ROI. 

 

While the campaign included phased marketing objectives around various products and 

messages, the overarching goal was brand differentiation highlighting Starbucks’ pro-social 

initiatives. The key was creating a cohesive campaign for Starbucks that leveraged an 

audience who engaged on across multiple media platforms but also was targeted in such a 

way to speak to that audience on each platform. 
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Methodolgy 

 

This study measured traditional ad effectiveness but also fully captured consumer perceptions 

to show content, custom integrations and traditional media.   

 

Consumers were divided into phased platform exposure groups (TV only, TV + Online, 

Multiplatform, Social, etc.) and interacted with the Starbucks’ sponsorship of The Voice during 

episodes which aired during the show’s sixth season in Spring of 2014. These participants 

answered a battery of brand relationship questions, followed by questions about elements of 

Starbuck’s cross-platform sponsorship. In addition, an identical screened group was surveyed 

on the same brand relationship questions prior to the launch of Starbuck’s campaign to serve 

as a baseline read against which to measure core brand metrics. 

 

Final results demonstrated overall campaign impact and the unique contribution of each 

platform to the total campaign.  Custom measurement of integrations on all platforms 

allowed for diagnostics of more traditional media versus that of the custom branded pro-

social integrations.  Finally, consumer experiences with content were captured to mesh with 

all findings and answer the ‘why’ behind the demonstration of core effectiveness lifts. 

 

 

 
Creative Execution 

 

Interwoven within the show and across platforms, custom integrations featured a natural 

cohesion between The Voice itself and the Starbucks’ brand to seamlessly create an 

authentic experience for viewers.   

 

While the sponsorship itself was a full cross-platform undertaking, a key objective was to 

tap into Starbucks’ pro-social initiatives within the context of The Voice and in complement 

to traditional media.  Examples of custom integrations included content featuring The 

Voice Coaches and Artists with Starbucks’ Global Month of Service.  Traditional media 

included custom digital integrations with show talent and traditional branding.   

 

Examples of creative can be found here: 

https://nbcsportssales.box.com/s/3c4epa3ycrzx3p4rmx43 

https://nbcsportssales.box.com/s/wvtqfvz6rndjvopbhbsx 

https://nbcsportssales.box.com/s/m4i9v19ns6pdc04aewy5 

 

 

 

https://nbcsportssales.box.com/s/3c4epa3ycrzx3p4rmx43
https://nbcsportssales.box.com/s/wvtqfvz6rndjvopbhbsx
https://nbcsportssales.box.com/s/m4i9v19ns6pdc04aewy5
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Business Impact 

 

At the most fundamental level, the study demonstrated a significant lift overall in 

Starbucks Ad Awareness, Brand Opinion, Consideration and Recommendation along with 

lifts in attitudes and opinions toward Starbucks and an increased likelihood to take an 

action toward the brand. 

 

Going beyond that, however, Starbuck’s saw increases in all core metrics by layering in 

digital exposure over that of TV alone.  Digital was also found to be a key driver in action 

based metrics especially with smartphone and tablet exposure playing a key role in driving 

information seeking behavior, social brand gestures and word of mouth advocacy. 

 

Custom integrations were uniquely valuable in driving even deeper brand halo for 

Starbucks and worked in complement to more traditional media executions.  In particular, 

in-show pro-social integrations were very well received by viewers, setting off a domino 

effect amplified by additional exposure to Starbucks creative on digital and social 

platforms.   

 

Ultimately, the study demonstrated the power of cross-platform is strongest when each 

platform can uniquely impact viewers, whether from a ROI standpoint or consumer 

perceptions perspective. 

 


